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A new theme, based on Ethernial has been created for beortho.com by Eduardo Cortés. The
new theme includes full integration with Formulize, a module designed for forms creation and
reports on the web. 

 Another relevant feature of this new site, is a new Landing Page for 
QuickPages that is used as home page. This landing page has two different layouts: one for
anonymous users and another for registered users. The biggest challenge for this project was
the integration with formulize, because this module has all presetation code (HTML) hard coded
in PHP files, however the results are satisfactory. In words of François, Webmaster of
beortho.com: 

I had a big project: to redesign my website with some particular needs, like
changing the UX for an awesome module called Formulize. For that job I
didn’t only need a web designer, I needed also experience in php and
javascript. Because I’ve already worked 2 years ago with Eduardo
(bitcer0), I knew what he can do with rmcommon, and how he changed my
UX with xoops. One month later he has built a beautiful design (as always)
and he gaves a powerful new way to use this module, without hardcoding.
That’s just unbelievable. Thank you, really.

— FRANÇOIS.
Webmaster of eorthodontie.com

Used modules: - Common Utilities - xThemes - QuickPages - Formulize You can visit this
web site here. Also you can view the item in my portfolio.
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